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CounterTack Expands Global Footprint with Maroc Cyber Security
Partnership

Maroc Cyber Security Expands its Managed Security Service portfolio with CounterTack’s
Predictive Endpoint Threat Platform, Delivering Proven Managed Endpoint Detection and
Response Services

WALTHAM, Mass. (PRWEB) March 08, 2018 -- CounterTack, the leading provider of Predictive Endpoint
Detection and Response (EDR) technology for the enterprise and Maroc Cyber Security, the first pure Managed
Security Service Provide (MSSP) based in Morocco and North Africa, today announced a partnership to
broaden Maroc Cyber Security’s Managed Endpoint Detection and Response Service with CounterTack’s
Endpoint Threat Platform (ETP). CounterTack ETP enhances Maroc Cyber Security service offering with
proven capabilities that allow enterprises worldwide to detect and respond to unknown malware, insider threat,
data loss prevention, fileless malware, forensics and more.

Maroc Cyber Security delivers an end-to-end solution enabling customers to seamlessly secure critical
information. The platform provides its security analysts with an investigation and analysis environment based
on well-defined procedures such as investigation, circumvention, actions, intelligence and feedback. The
platform also gives customers a portal in which they can view their network security posture. The addition of
CounterTack ETP provides Maroc Cyber Security customers’ the most comprehensive managed end point
detection and response available today.

“We thoroughly evaluated multiple endpoint detection and response products to extend our end-to-end security
platform,” stated Samir Boukharta, CEO of Maroc Cyber Security. “We knew we needed an innovative, high-
performance, scalable solution for our customers. Not only did CounterTack exceed our technology
requirements, they have an outstanding team that understands the needs of our customers. CounterTack brings
the depth of security and the customer experience that is consistent with Maroc Cyber Security. Together, we
will provide best-of-breed technology to protect our customers against current and future endpoint threats.”

CounterTack ETP has established itself as the only truly predictive enterprise endpoint detection and response
solution with a comprehensive suite of features. ETP includes Digital DNA with its one-of-a-kind, patented
real-time binary analysis for processes running in memory. With the ability to behaviorally detect and act on
advanced malware, zero-days, insider threats, movement of sensitive files, multi-tenancy, cloud or on-premise
deployment, an easily scalable infrastructure that supports deployments of hundreds of thousands of endpoints,
and an underlying architecture that can ingest and process massive volumes of endpoint telemetry data with
real-time analytics, ETP was the clear choice for Maroc Cyber Security.

“As more and more companies are being hit with serious security threats such as Ransomware, it is becoming
clear that all companies – regardless of size – need a comprehensive end-to-end security solution that requires
minimal resources,” said Neal Creighton, CEO of CounterTack. “By joining forces with Maroc Cyber Security,
we are providing a comprehensive endpoint detection and response platform and the needed cybersecurity
experts to help companies keep today’s top threats at bay.”

About Maroc Cyber Security
Maroc Cyber Security is the first pure Managed Security Service Provider based in Morocco and North Africa,
it is powered by a strong harness of technology, processes and well trained people. Maroc Cyber Security offers
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to customers an end-to-end solution for securing their information and let them focus in growing their business.
Maroc Cyber Security SOC platform is hosted in its own Secure Data Center which is among the first Certified
Uptime tier 3 Data Centers in Morocco.
To learn more, please visit: http://www.maroccybersecurity.com

About CounterTack
CounterTack is the leading provider of Predictive Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) technology for the
enterprise. CounterTack’s Endpoint Threat Platform (ETP) delivers multi-technique detection, prevention, and
response by applying a unique combination of behavioral analysis, memory forensics, machine learning, and
reputational techniques to counter the most advanced threats. CounterTack detects and analyzes threats based
on behaviors observed in the operating system and in memory, leveraging algorithms that examine the cause
and effect of endpoint state changes. CounterTack empowers security teams with the tools, information, and
context they require to prevent and neutralize advanced threats before they damage their business. CounterTack
currently has relationships with over 250 customers globally and powers the Managed Detection and Response
offerings of a growing ecosystem of the world’s leading MSSPs.
To learn more, please visit: http://www.countertack.com or follow us on Twitter at @CounterTack.
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Contact Information
Joni Thomas
For CounterTack
+1 (508) 308-7900

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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